
Welcome to the e!xact World



About e!xact

History since 1997
Since 1997, e!xact has been importing tangible promotional 
products that create a strong communicative and emotional 
effect on the recipient, thus delivering tangible results for 
your brand. Our focus is on products that can be refined as 
advertising material in a high quality - generally in photo 
quality. Our product portfolio is unique. The results are 
product lines that playfully and emotionally arouse the 
recipient's interest and thus give pleasure, trigger wishes 
and are unforgettable.

About us
Angela Guckes
"It all started 23 years ago. I only knew the pen and the 
pocket calendar with gold embossing. But what awaited me 
then was pure fascination, which continues to this day. With 
great passion I sell our cubes, microfiber articles, etc., but 
often I am challenged with special designs. When products 
are created from sketches, when I can save an event again 
with short delivery times, when I find solutions in difficult 
times, then it is perfect. My customers are my kings. Every 
project, small or large, is handled professionally.“

Christiane Nemetz
"With almost 30 years of experience in a global consumer 
goods company, I bring a lot of experience in technical 
marketing and project management. Due to my work in 
research and development, I know how important 
regulations such as the Supply Chain Sourcing Obligations 
Act are. I studied food technology at the end of the 80s 
because I wanted to know how milk becomes chocolate. It's 
a similar story at e!xact: I'm fascinated by how an idea is 
turned into a promotional product that puts a smile on the 
face of the recipient."
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e!xact Twisted Cube – The classic!
It is the best-selling puzzle in the world. The awareness of the twisted Cube is 98% - higher than 

almost any other product! Everyone has a memory or incident with the Twisted Cube and thus 

conjures up a smile on the face of the gift recipient.

e!xact Twisted Cube 3x3
57x57x57 mm
The classic among the Twisted Cubes! The fine interplay 
of form and function makes this masterpiece a timeless 
icon!

e!xact Twisted Cube 3x3 with key chain
34x34x34mm
Your logo always with you! The ideal promotional item for 
larger campaigns! Also possible without key ring!

With individual Print 
on all sites
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With individual Print 
on ONE site



e!xact Twisted Cube – The classic!
The uniqueness of the Twisted Cube is based on its notoriety: it represents the 80s and brings together people of 
all ages and backgrounds. It speaks no language and is unisex. A promotional item that is passed down from 
generation to generation.

e!xact Twisted Cube 2x2
50x50x50 mm
Unusual and with new challenges, even if it
seems easier to solve.

e!xact Twisted Cube 4x4
60x60x60 mm
The most sophisticated puzzle in the promotion sector. 
With 96 advertising spaces an eye-catcher for every desk, 
that encourages a playful approach to the advertising 
message!
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e!xact Twisted Cube 2x2
50x50x50 mm

e!xact Twisted Cube 3x3
57x57x57 mm

e!xact Twisted Cube – NEW – with direct print
Direct printing eliminates the optical grooves, thus providing more layout options. QR codes are thus 
also possible with the small cube variants.

e!xact Twisted Cube 3x3 with Keychain
35x35x35mm

e!xact Twisted Cube 2x2 with Keychain
30x30x30 mm
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e!xact Twisted Cube Pyramid 
96x96x96 mm

e!xact Twisted Cube House
65x65x55 mm

e!xact Twisted Cube– NEW – House or Pyramid

Here, too, the individual elements can be rotated: 
• The house can be solved like the classic Twisted cube and offers ideal communication 

opportunities for building societies, insurance companies and real estate companies.
• The pyramid is ideal for displaying multi-level communication such as the age, insurance or 

financial pyramid - to name just a few examples.
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e!xact folded cube - 3D promotional item with many advertising spaces and high play factor. A promotional 
item that will not be put down quickly. No matter how our folded cube articles are folded, at least one of your 
motifs is always present. So, your advertising message is constantly in the hand and in front of the eyes of 
your customer. Printing of the folding cube family always in offset quality! With the classic folding cube, you 
have 6 square outer pages and 3 rectangular inner pages at your disposal. You can also design it as a 
calendar by creating 12 square areas. Ideal for product launches, employee training, storytelling! These cubes 
will replace your boring brochure in the future!

e!xact Folded Cube CUBE
70x70x70 mm

e!xact Folded Cube DIAMOND
70x70x70 mm
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e!xact Folded Cube CONTAINER
120x60x60 mm
It offers a lot of advertising space and can be transformed 
into many different shapes, look for yourself! 



e!xact Folded Cube CAN
113x62x62 mm
The folded Cube as can….
Without deposit…
For everything that is round and/or long.

e!xact Folded Cube ORBIT
100x30 mm
Especially suitable for everything that is 
round like wheels, rims, round logos and 
much more.

e!xact Folded Cube PRISMA
97x97x35 mm
It impresses with its square, yet flat shape and can 
be folded into a variety of shapes such as 
containers, triangles and more.

And even more folded cubes– also available in many different shapes!
Ideal for product launches, employee training, story telling! These cubes will replace your boring brochure 
in the future!8



e!xact Elastic Cube
75x75x75 mm
Assembled, it looks like a Twisted cube. 
Fully disassembled, it looks like a snake. 
The individual cubes are connected with 
an elastic band.

e!xact Twisted Cube SNAKE
102x68x24 mm
The riddle. Right? Wrong? No way! With just a few 
turns, your logo is on a swan, a ball, a cat or one of 
the many other imaginative figures that can be 
made from the Twisted Cube Snake. It thus 
promotes creativity and spatial imagination and so 
your customer playfully engages with your 
advertising message!

Get creative! Discover with the Twisted Cube Snake 26 possible figures.
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e!xact Magnet Cube
50x50x50 mm
Our new complex and magnetic 3D puzzle. A new 
game and art cube in which 36 magnets allow to 
represent over 70 different figures. A great 
promotional item for sensory stimulation for all ages.

Even more different products for playing and being creative!
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e!xact Mirror Cube
57x57x57 mm
This cube impresses with its smooth rotation in the diagonal. Our Mirror Cube has 9 fields on each 
side, like the Twisted Cube, but these are divided into different fields, making it a real challenge 
even for Twisted Cube experts. The Cube is available in custom design or in the standard version 
with mirror foil.

Even more different products for playing and being creative!
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e!xact Fidget Cube
35x35x35 mm
The e!xact Fidget Cube is a multifunctional toy for children and 
adults, which serves to reduce stress. In everyday stressful 
situations, the cube can help to get a clear head and work more 
concentrated. This is possible thanks to the small disc that can 
be rotated, a small ball that moves in all directions, a switch, a 
joystick and 5 small buttons that can be pressed like a pen. Pad 
printing possible on one position!

e!xact Infinity Cube
37x37x37 mm
Once you hold this Cube in your hands, you will not be able to 
put it back! It gives a relaxing and soothing feeling during 
periods of rest. The Infinity Cube consists of eight cubes that 
are held together with small hinges. The change of motif is 
thus fluid. Full-surface printing in customer design possible!
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e!xact Puzzle Cube
50x50x50 mm
7 individual parts want to be reassembled into 
a cube. Puzzles until the doctor comes! Here 
you will never get bored. The puzzle cube is 
available in standard colors and in nature. A 
great promotional item for all ages! Finishing 
in screen or digital printing on a segment.

e!xact Key to Success
15x5x2 cm, Diameter of the disk 6,2 cm
The game of skill! The disc must be brought through the 
key maze to the top. Laser engraving possible!

e!xact Mosaic Puzzle
Available in different sizes! This mosaic game 
is hard to imagine the 70s / 80s without. 
With small mini mosaic tiles, you can conjure 
up entire landscapes.

e!xact Wooden Cube BIG or SMALL
34x34x34 or 50x50x50 mm
Our wooden dice are made of selected beech wood and have the 
rounded corners typical for game dice. Ideal for explaining 
financial products, as a decision finder or can also be used for 
drinking games! Refinement in pad or digital print. 
Other sizes on request!
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e!xact Classic Puzzle
A classic for young and old, where individual parts 
put together form a motif. This mechanical patience 
game means something like "confusion" in German, 
is popular in every generation and culture and has a 
positive effect on mood and mental ability. So, your 
mascot or brand can be puzzled repeatedly. 
Available in different finishes and difficulty levels!

e!xact Building Blocks BIG or SMALL
Suitable for teambuilding, company mergers or for 
services/products that build on each other. Very 
good also for the pharmaceutical sector to explain 
effects of e.g., drugs. The building blocks as well as 
base plates are available in different standard 
colors, sizes and variants. Digital printing or pad 
printing possible.
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As DIN Long…..

perfect for Mailing activities! 

With four changing motifs, the fascinating endless folding card ensures enthusiasm among your customers. 
From the closed format is simply folded further until you automatically land back on the home page.

Als Square…..9x9 or 15x15 cm

perfect for Mailing activities! 
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As House……

Ideal for industries from the
- real estate world
- financial world 
- building materials world

As Circle…..

he is the symbol for unity, the absolute or 
also perfection - There are no limits to 
your creativity.

Many other special shapes possible! Just ask!
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e!xact Shape Pen 
Different sizes/shapes possible! Ideal as a mailing 
insert, because the Shape Pen is super light in weight. 
Can also be used as a bookmark. Almost any shape 
possible. Also great as an encore item or magazine 
insert. Can be printed on both sides in 4C offset 
printing (photo quality). Hardly any other promotional 
item can be printed in this quality at this price.

e!xact Paper Pop-up Cube – MADE IN GERMANY
90 mm = Edge length
Cover: 210 x 105 mm
The Paper Pop-Up Cube or also called jumping cube is 
made of cardboard. With the elastic band as a "spring", it 
provides surprise for the recipient and offers plenty of 
space for your design. The cube comes flat in a printed 
paper mailing bag. When opened, the cube pops out of the 
envelope.
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e!xact Folding Vase
Different sizes possible! Ultra-flat folding vase. After filling with water, 
it takes its shape. The outer surface can be printed individually. This 
folding vase is ideal to use as a mailing item because it is flat and light.

e!xact Mirror Card 
85 x 55 mm
In handy credit card format! The card is made of PC and is ideal as a 
mailing item thanks to the flat format and a weight of only 5 grams. 
The front can be printed in photo quality. The back contains a mirror.
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e!xact Folded Card - Plastic
160x80x4 mm
With four changing motifs, the fascinating endless folding card ensures 
enthusiasm among your customers. From the closed format of 160 x 80 
mm is simply folded further. The print is of course, as usual from 
e!xact, in photo quality!



e!xact Microfiber Cell Phone stand
120x120x90 mm
The ideal beanbag for your smartphone, tablet or 
eBook reader. Simply as a shelf or also suitable for 
viewing pictures or videos. The bottom is suitable for 
cleaning displays of any kind.

e!xact Microfiber cleaning pads
All sizes possible. Due to the self-adhesive back it holds
on all smooth surfaces and is so always present. An 
ideal giveaway for trade shows or as a mailing booster.

e!xact Cell Phone stand Plastics
70x84x5 mm
Lightweight and foldable. The perfect cell phone 
stand for on the go. The printing is done in pad 
printing.

e!xact Cell phone stand Aluminium
ca. 9x9x75 mm
This noble design with practical feed-through hole for 
your charging cable will certainly stay on your desk. 
The finishing is done by laser engraving in Germany.
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e!xact Händi Pömpeli 
Ca. 42x42x32 mm
The Händi Pömpeli sucks on the back of cell phones, 
digital cameras, etc. and serves as a support. Silicone 
approximate in customers PMS possible! Pad printing on 
the style!

e!xact Lanyard 3-in-1 USB-Charger Set 
This promotional item is always "directly at the customer" and 
your advertising message is often noticed. The USB charging 
cable set has a Micro-USB, a USB-C connector and an APPLE 
connector and thus connects to almost any smartphone for 
charging. The lanyard can be printed individually.
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e!xact Slap Band USB Stick
Ca. 245 x 2x5 x 2 mm
Available as a bracelet in your customer 
color. The logo is applied by pad printed. 
Available in all common capacities.

e!xact Twisted Cube USB Stick
62x19x19 mm
By turning a cube, you can extend and retract 
the USB port. 
Available in all common capacities!

e!xact Building Block USB Stick
Ca. 40x20x10 mm
Our building block USB stick can be finished with 
your logo in pad printing. The case color is 
approximately dyeable in Pantone. 
Available in all common capacities!

e!xact Silly  USB Stick
45x20x10 mm
You are constantly looking for your USB stick? Thanks 
to its suction cup attitude, the Silly USB stick is 
always upright on your desk and can no longer 
disappear! Available in all popular capacities!
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e!xact Microfiber Cleaning Pillow
115 x 75 mm
The cleaning pad can be used as a hand rest to 
relieve the wrists or to clean the display. The 
surface of this promotional item is fully printed 
in photo quality digital printing, making it ideal 
for tech-savvy brands!

e!xact Speed Gaming Mouse Pad
Available in different sizes! Our Speed 
Gaming Mouse Pad impresses with the 
softness of the material. The rubber 
coating on the back makes this must-
have gadget for speed gamers a constant 
companion. Also available with lighting 
via USB connection!
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e!xact Magnetic Bookmark
120x20x2 mm
The magnetic bookmark is an ingenious gadget for 
bookworms! No more searching for pages in books or 
magazines! Through sizes and special shapes possible. 
the magnet you can easily attach the bookmark to the 
page and prevents so that the bookmark does not fall 
out. Other Printing in digital printing = photo quality!

e!xact Box with epoxy resin magnets 
94x66x10 mm 
In this plastic magnet box, you can design different 
square and/or rectangular magnets according to 
themes: Product images, services and much more.
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e!xact Refrigerator Magnets, rectangular
Different sizes possible! Present your logo on magnets 
and guarantee yourself a place on the refrigerator of 
your customer or employee!

e!xact Magnets oval, round or special shapes
With magnets, your advertising message sticks to your 
customer’s, on the refrigerator or magnet board of your 
customer or employee!

e!xact Magnets with bottle opener
50 mm im Diameter
Do you know this? You take a lemonade or other cold 
drink from the refrigerator and have no bottle opener 
at hand? That's over now with our magnet with bottle 
opener that practically sticks to your fridge.
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e!xact EVA-Hand
460x123x5 mm
THE banger article for your event - so you always 
stand out in the crowd and stand out! The hand is 
made of EVA foam and can be printed on both 
printed on both sides in photo quality.

e!xact Lanyard 
Advertising to hang around 
your neck. For your event e.g., 
as ticket holder. In different 
materials, band widths, hooks 
and holders possible!

e!xact Bang-Bang Sticks
600x100x0,6 mm
Inflated, the Bang-Bang Sticks turn into an attention-
grabbing "musical instrument". Fits in any pocket. Ideal as a 
mailing item. Full-surface printing possible on both sides. 
The super bang for your event: 2 sticks in a polybag with 
straw!

e!xact Banner
700x240 mm 
The banner as a highlight for your event. Guaranteed an
eye-catcher with 2 handles to hold your advertising message. 
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e!xact Pom-Pom Hat
180x200x20 mm
Our double knit pom pom hat is made of 100% 
polyacrylic, has a classic envelope and a fun 
pom pom. In country colors super suitable for 
Sporting events outdoors or in your customer 
colors for your field service assemblers when 
it's cold!

e!xact Silicone Bracelets
202x12x2 mm
Your ideal promotional item for charity events, as a festival 
admission ticket, for corporate events and much more. Delivery 
takes place in customer PMS. 100% customizable. Promotional 
imprinting is in the form of printing, embossing or deep 
stamping.

e!xact Fan Make-up 
35x60x8 mm 
Show your colors and stand by your team! All color 
combinations of the different countries are possible! Logo 
printing per sticker in photo quality. Enough for approx. 
100 applications! Made in Europe!
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e!xact Microfiber Sports Towel
300x900 mm
The sports towel can be stored space-saving in the 
sports bag, backpack or suitcase and thus 
becomes an indispensable companion for out-door 
activities such as hiking, mountaineering, cycling, 
jogging and much more. Other sizes on request.

e!xact Bandana – also in r-PET 
500x240 mm
This multi-functional scarf is versatile: as a scarf, hair 
band, headband, bandana, multi-scarf, mouth guard or 
also so headscarf, to name just a few uses.

e!xact Winter Bandana
500x240 mm – Fleece inside ca. 240x240 mm
The winter bandana is ideal for the cold season and 
stormy days. In the inner part there is a cuddly fleece insert!

e!xact Luggage Strip
2000x50x3 mm
The printed luggage straps are used according to
your specifications with your logo or slogan: The
color of the luggage straps is approximately in 
customer's PMS possible. Individually adjustable 
in length!
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e!xact Back pack
400x350 mm
The classic backpack from e!xact - for quick times
on the road with small luggage - comfortable, light
and always with you. Also available in other sizes 
and materials!

e!xact Shopping Bag
480x400x130 mm
Whether to go shopping, to the swimming pool, as a 
deposit bag or just for storage in the car, this washable 
bag is always a useful companion. The colors of the 
handles and side seams can be customized by you. Also 
available in other sizes and materials!

e!xact Microfiber Eye Mask
195 x 850 mm 
Our microfiber eye mask is ideal as a sleeping
mask or simply to relax for your next wellness
next wellness vacation. A cool promotional 
item for train and air travelers, who are on the 
road a lot and often stay overnight in hotels. 
High wearing comfort thanks to the wide elastic
band on the back.

e!xact Microfiber Pocket Mirror
60x60x8 mm
The outside is covered with microfiber. Both inside each 
have a mirror. For especially many advertising contacts
- even when traveling!
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e!xact Building Block Key chain
33x10x16 mm, Key chain 57 mm
Our building block keychains are available in 
many standard colors. Printing by pad printing 
or also digital possible!

e!xact Folding Bottle
Different sizes possible! Ultra-flat folding bottle with cap as an 
ideal thirst quencher for on the way. The outer surface can be 
printed with your logo. Unbreakable and absolutely tight. 
Special shapes on request.

e!xact Twisted Cube Key Chain
60x20x20 mm
The 3 Twisted Cube is a keychain with large advertising 
space. The 3 cubes can be twisted against each other and 
offer a lot of space for your advertising message. The 
keychain accompanies your customer every day and your 
advertising imprint is always present.
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e!xact Twisty Mug
108x66x66 mm 
The rotating rings allow the printed motif to 
be moved against each other. Made of PP in 
food quality. The cups can be designed in 
photo quality all around!

e!xact Twisted Cube Pencil Holder
70x70x70 mm
Its size makes it ideal for pens, scissors, rulers and useful 
writing utensils. The three horizontal levels can be rotated 
like the Twisted Cube. The puzzle fun is thus guaranteed! 
All sides are printable in photo quality according to your 
ideas.

e!xact Document Folders
310x220x2 mm
Insert sleeves made of durable plastic. Full-surface 
printable in photo quality on both sides!

e!xact Pencil Holder/Money Box Metall
149x85x85 mm
The rotatable rings allow the printed motif can
be moved against each other. The ideal article 
for children, for example, for World Savings Day.
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e!xact Recycled Paper Pencil
160 mm length and 8 mm Diameter
Made from 100% recycled paper. Printable in heat 
transfer printing. Delivery is unpointed!

e!xact Puzzle Crayon
160x120x8 mm 
Finally, there is an end to the boring crayons. 
The puzzle crayon is a real eye-catcher for the 
desk. The printing is done in 4C offset = photo quality!!!

e!xact Flag Pen
Ball pen with retractable promotional flag, which can be 
printed on both sides in photo quality! The advertising flag has 
a format of 180x68 mm. Various standard barrel colors and 
writing colors available. The case in customer PMS and 
additional printing on the clip-on request is possible!

e!xact Twisted Cube Pen
128 mm length and 8 mm Diameter
You can "free" the pen by turning the three dice. A cool 
promotional item with high likeability value. A striking 
eye-catcher for any desk and perfect as a giveaway for 
trade fairs on lanyards.
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e!xact Microfiber cloth/glasses cleaning cloth
Possible in different sizes like 120x120 mm, 150x180 mm
or 180x180 mm
Other sizes gladly on request!

e!xact Microfiber cloth - with silicone dots
Ideally suited as a mousepad for on the go or as a Screen 
protector for the laptop. The silicone dots can also be applied in 
customer shape and color.

Microfiber by e!xact 
Microfiber is an innovative textile fabric. Our High-Quality Korean quality consists of 80% polyester and 20% polyamide. 
With its grammage of 260 g/m², it is exceptionally dimensionally stable and lint-free. Microfiber is ideal for chemical-
free and gentle cleaning of smooth surfaces. It is much thinner than a human hair and its velvety soft feel makes it 
ideal for cleaning eyeglasses, optics, smart of glasses, optics, smartphones, digital cameras, watches, jewelry, displays 
and much more.
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e!xact Microfiber Glasses case SQUARE
ca. 160x60x40 mm
Perfectly suited for larger glasses like fashionable
sports glasses or sunglasses. Always possible in 
combination with a glasses cleaning cloth!

e!xact Microfiber Glasses Case XXL
ca. 160x80x60 mm
Perfectly suited for larger glasses like fashionable sports glasses
or sunglasses.

e!xact Microfiber Glasses case OVAL
Ca. 160x60x40 mm
Perfectly suited for reading glasses.
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e!xact Microfiber Smartphone/Tablet Bag
M 130x85 mm, L 260x200 mm, other Sizes on request! 
The microfiber smartphone/tablet bag is the ideal for 
tablet, smartphone or even your laptop and thus the ideal
laptop and therefore the ideal advertising medium for 
tech-savvy brands. The velvety microfiber protects your 
valuable equipment equipment is protected from external 
influences and is thus an ideal promotional item, which can 
be printed in photo quality on the complete outside can 
be printed.

e!xact Microfiber Magic Bag
Bag 50x50x45 mm and Cloth ca. 150x150 mm
A personal favorite item that should not be missing 
from any keychain: Ingenious for cleaning in between 
smartphones, glasses and much more! The cloth 
inside the sachet is ideally protected from dirt. The 
bag is alternatively also possible from neoprene! 
Printing digital in photo quality!

e!xact Microfiber Bag
Available in different sizes! The microfiber sachet is possible 
in any format and is 
printable in photo quality. It is closed with a drawstring closed. 
It serves for the storage of smartphones, cameras or MP3 
players, i.e. everything that needs to be everything that needs 
to be protected on the road.
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e!xact Microfiber glove and microfiber terry glove
185x235 mm
The microfiber glove is more than just a domestic companion for removing dust. 
It is also ideal for cleaning smartphone displays, tablets or cameras. It is very 
suitable for cleaning the dashboard of your car. The glove comes in a one size. 
It is printed in photo quality on the complete outside. The microfiber terry glove 
has soft terry cloth on the inside of the hand for cleaning.

e!xact Microfiber Cloth double sided
130x180 mm other sizes on request
The ideal cleaning cloth for tablets, displays and 
smooth surfaces of all kinds. The double-sided 
microfiber cloth has a microfiber surface as advertising 
space on the front and a FROTTEE side on the back.

e!xact Microfiber Velcro Towel
200x300 mm, other sizes on request
Our new microfiber velcro towel can be 
interlocked and is perfect for packing for 
packaging products such as cameras: Simply 
place the towel on top of the and fold the 
corners. They will interlock with each other to 
protect your valuable and delicate items - like 
camera, lenses and more! Other sizes on 
request.
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"You have not found anything here? 

Send us the item you are looking for 

and you can be sure that in 99% of 

all cases we can help!"
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